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There are blue skies acting like a blanket over the the ground.





The sun is bright yet the cold embraces my body.



The sun is bright yet the cold embraces my body.

I exhale the warm air inside in a greeting to the icy wind. I am too worried to even shiver.



My physical existence is what speaks for me.



I raise my head and step on to the field.



The mud feels moist and so, it is not my enemy today.



I am however, a slave to the anticipation towards the finish line.



Will I make it? Will I fail? Or will the feeling of instant calm be my last expression?



Will I make it? Will I fail? Or will the feeling of instant calm be my last expression?

I will live as a legend in my mind.







Every muscle in my body is numbed with anger dissolving into desperate determination.



The pleasure or pain I embrace isn’t what it really is.



It is a collapsing dream.



The adrenaline is born when I realize that I don’t own the power and speed within.



This is the moment where nothing else matters.



I am a foreigner in my own body.





I don’t even know myself in what I knowingly do.



You are fast forwarding my whole life.





Crossing the finish line proves to be once again an exhausting journey.



These contagious distances make me wonder, does passion work anymore?



The anxiety is what rules the track; it is what holds the reins and the whip.



The thought of not knowing how it will all end is what fuels it.



Crossing that line is my temporary freedom.



It is my final illusion.



I wrote history just like those before me. I cannot speak to man; he tells me that racing is my life.



Everything else is irrelevant.



All I have left is the muted melody of my heart.







This is the moment I will hang on to.



I see you with a heart so distant.



You dare to meet my eyes with a soulless smile and an unshared perspective.







Are we not both animals?           
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